O Come With Me

Riz Tillery

Allegretto \( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{c}} = 132 \)

Voice

Simply, joyfully

Piano or Harp

\( \text{mp} \) legato

\( \text{poco rit.} \)

\( \text{a tempo} \)

Come with me to Galway when the moon is on the rise, come with me to Galway when the moon is on the rise,
for that's the time that Galway is a lover's par-a-
dise. There's porter and Guinness and,

oh, the quiet rain and you can hear the lonely whistle
O Come With Me
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of the Dublin train.
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come with me to Mayo when the falling stars fall

54

for people say that that's the time that Mayo's best
all.

I've rented us a cot-

tage with pictures on the wall - where we can sit and

where we can sit and

where we can sit and

where we can sit and

drink our tea and watch the stars fall.

drink our tea and watch the stars fall.

drink our tea and watch the stars fall.

drink our tea and watch the stars fall.

drink our tea and watch the stars fall.